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The death of racism
Samer Elatrash, VP Info SPHR
"Revolution is bloody, revolution is hostile, revolution knows no
compromise, revolution overturns and destroys everything that gets in its way.
And you, sitting around here like a knot on the wall, saying: ‘I’m going to love
these folks no matter how much they hate me.’ No, you need a revolution."
-Malcolm X; Message to the Grass Roots
To bring down a structure, to irrevocably destroy it, a clear
understanding of its material base is required, and it is towards this foundation
that the coupe de grace must be dealt. Any other strategy will merely be absorbed
or deflected, the base remaining unaltered. This is how we must also approach
racism.
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groups’ bourgeoisie, the peaceful civil rights activists, the senile advocates of ov
conciliation, offer us now a clear view of the task at hand. Their strategies, .
compromised by the belief that an oppressive elite can be reconciled with the
oppressed from whom they draw their substance, and a failure to understand the
necessity of violent revolt, merely trimmed institutionalized racism of its
superfluous trappings. Racism ceases to appear an avoidable idiosyncrasy, but
as an indelible part of a system. Its foundations are clearer, and so is the manner
in which they can destroyed.
With this in mind, we can proceed to speak about the ending of racism,
which, in truth, is a euphemism for the death of imperialism and its foundation:
capitalism. For this, we must distance ourselves from all illusions of a friendly
conciliation, from all appeals to turn the other cheek, and detach ourselves from
all that hampers us from facing oppression with an enlightened resolve.

Racism is the belief in the superiority of one people or nation over
another. It is a prejudice that has evolved over history, and is not limited to one
particular manifestation. Confining racism to one of its many manifestations
displays a gross misunderstanding of the nature of this prejudice; this illusion
should play no role in our strategy to bring about the death of racism through the
elimination of the structures that give rise to it. Racism, therefore, should not be
associated only with the swastika, goosestep and pointy white hoods. It should
not be determined by the measure of its vulgarity, in so far as it appeals to the
pseudoscientific 'observations' of the colonial white scientists and
anthropologists, or theological ramblings on the hereditary sinfulness of a nation.
Racism should not, by any means, be understood as the result of an aberrant
temperament, in a they-aren’t-quite-normal manner of explaining away what is a
fundamental, logical aspect of an economic and military dominance of one people
over another.
The battle against institutionalized racism has only been half won.
References to the desegregation of the schools in America, the dismantling of
institutionalized apartheid in South Africa, provide a lesson only in so far as they
delineate the strategy of white power structures in maintaining their privilege by
granting limited concessions. The fact is that these limited concessions, which
come as the result of the sustained resistance of the oppressed and
dehumanized, are granted only when it becomes apparent to the oppressor that
they provide the only alternative to a prolonged revolt that may bring about the
death of white privilege. The appointment of a Black man to the State
Department, the shameless speeches by the politicians of the establishment and
their tired intellectuals enumerating their acts of ëcharityí to an oppressed Third
world nation-all of these are meant to create a halo of progressiveness around a
system that, in its very nature, cannot but maintain exploitation and racism.
The results of these concessions are displayed as the spoils of a
victorious war against racism. Yet the actions and illusions of the oppressed
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Schoolyard Shitkicking
Gitanjeli Lena
Who you ready to fight now Gita?
For a while they were winning
So at school we learned how to run couldn't really hide.
Leave school minutes early
and get the fuck outta the school yard
without getting scratched or rock scarred
Lunch thrown in snowbanks,
Rotis in the snow
teacher acts like she doesn't know
we learned we were ugly, smelly , weird, foreign
I was too bony, sister was too chubby
not stupid ‘cos we were rich asians
and money paved the streets of the assimilation nation
was all of that bowing and scraping worth it Dad?
For a while they were winning in the schoolyard
Paki, shit on a stick, poo face nigger mud face
principal says " no holds barred they'll be feathered and tarred "
and check them twice for lice said the school nurse
then I learned how to throw punches, dodge, deflect
protect lunches and avoid nose crunches
I became the wild card in the school yard
eva the greek - was more vicious and determined than the rest
she could have passed but for her last name
eva hat-zi-theo-dosious, she hated anything darker than her own
con leche self,
not quite white
she tormented my sister then moved on to someone smaller.... me
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one of my crowning glories was
throwing a chair at her stupid blonde hair
cos' she said we came out of our mother's bum
I did for you mum,
I hid it from you mum.

N
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.

We made it easy for you,
disguised our bruises and scratches rips and tears
pretended we lost all the shit they stole
told endless lies to cover up incidents that made no sense
kept our mouths shut as we haunted the hallways of
Alta Vista Public School circa 1980
a lot was sacrificed for those Canadian dreams of yours.
Holler screams for dollar dreams.
You still don't believe us, won't even say "racism"
act surprised, shocked, guilty, defensive.
No one's saying y'all were bad parents, or that you didn't do it all
for us
While you swallowed all the moral power of rich white supremacy
at all costs - the costs were your souls
but it worked for you, now didn't it.
Years later we are in high school,
those punches buried in my body memory.
now we are just white washed bratty rich girls wearing money
trying to fit white in, we weren't even friends any more.
because brown was just the colour of
shit, mud and dirt.
Schoolyard rhymes: eyes open mouth shut throw a punch hide your
lunch
protect yourself, reject your self
that's what we learned in the schoolyard.

drawing by Naledi
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pork is a verb in indian
Jeff Barnaby
Recently Statistics Canada be interchanged within the sentence
released a study of the state of aboriginal structure and still have it make sense...
languages in Canada; according to that confusing. To put it simply and in English
study only 3 out of the 50 still existing if you have the sentence I would rather
First Nation’s languages are going to have a bottle in front of me then a frontal
survive into the next century: Cree, lobotomy, in a First Nations language you
Inuktitut, and Ojibaway. The Mi’kmaq could have it read:
Nation, my language group, is one of the lobotomyfrontalIwouldratherhavethenafro
50 languages slated for the chopping ntbottleofme– or something to that effect
block. It actually baffles the mind that the and still have it make sense. To top it all
language has managed to survive up to off the language is verb based, can you
this point considering that the Mi’kmaq imagine speaking English without using
Nation was one of the first to greet the any nouns, it’s impossible. Therein lies
Europeans
upon
their
arrival; the difference in philosophy inherent
consequently being exposed to the force within First Nations’ languages and other
that would eventually help erase some of predominant forms of language, the
the rituals and ceremonies that defined ability to take a noun or pronoun and
Mi’kmaq culture.
attribute
an
action,
But while those E n g l i s h ;
being
t h e occurrence, or a state of
ceremonies were tongue of commerce it being to it that would
decimated
the
usually be resigned to a
o u r e v e r y d a y verb; it’s animistic. An
language
still d r o w n s
survived,
and lives in information, day ironic way of explaining it
surviving with the to day English speech is is to look the names
language were
up in films:
pragmatic and stripped popping
the concepts and
Dances with Wolves, or
mentality
that of lyricism.
Stands with a Fist, the
went into the
names in the film
spiritual side of the culture even if the incidentally manage to prove my point:
actual acts, which personified that verbs are used to name people, and
spirituality, were lost. It’s really not a where that applies to people it also
metaphysical/theological argument at all, applies to other things that normally
but simply a semantic one. Linguistically, wouldn’t be thought of as verbs: the
the Mi’kmaq language and aboriginal trees, the sky, rivers, things like that. The
languages everywhere are so different real unfortunate thing is that people who
from the predominant language of the think along those terms are beginning to
region, most of the time English or die off, the real fluent speakers of the
French, that in order to speak them it languages are elders, and as each one of
requires a completely different mind set. them dies they carry a way of thinking
First Nation’s languages are agglutinate, with them that just doesn’t exist anymore.
polysynthetic and verb based. By being Although I know my way around the
agglutinate you can have a phrase that Mi’kmaq language, I’m not fluent, and I
stretches across the page existing in one can only understand it as to how it relates
word up to and over 50 letters long within to English, which detracts from the true
a First Nations language; and with that nature of the language. For me, the
language being polysynthetic the words Mi’kmaq language is so simple and pure
that make up that 50 letter long word can in its spirituality that it transcends the idea
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of being spiritual. Fluent elder speakers
don’t sit around and say in the language:
"Jesus, look how spiritual we are
because we speak Mi’kmaq, we should
go out and practice walking on water."
Which is not to say that Mi’kmaq, or any
First Nations’ language, doesn’t function
conceptually outside of the box; but for
fluent speakers whose first language is
an aboriginal language there is no box;
they truly think on a different level. And
for the people who are learning their First
Nations language as a second language

that box will always be there in N
ov
the form of the predominant
.
language: English; being the tongue of
commerce it drowns our everyday lives in
information, day to day English speech is
pragmatic and stripped of lyricism. Any
language is more then just a means of
communicating or conveying information,
especially indigenous languages, for First
Nations people they are the only link to
our culture that we have left.

File Under Miscellaneous I
Jeff Barnaby

I always knew the Lone Ranger
Wore a mask because he didn’t
Want anyone to know
That he was friends
With an Indian.
That always made me
Wish I was white.
Blue crystal eyed Aryan
With cold, carved, marble,
Skin.
It would be beautiful.

The Ranger would shrug
In ignorance
And I would answer:
"Get off me Dad
You’re crushing my cigarettes."
And we would laugh and laugh...
Laugh until silver bullets
Shot out of every orifice
And burned the land
With our
Whiteness.

I would trade jokes with
The Ranger
While I sat on my horse
Himmler.
"What does a squaw
Say after sex?"
I would ask.
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What it Means to be Palestinian

Chiapas
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Rasha Ayouby
Chris Scott
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I cannot sleep for I must write. I cannot drift into my dreams, for I must make this world
understand my pain. My clearest thoughts only come to me in the late hours of the
night: hours that are supposed to be dedicated to refueling my sanity, shaken by the
day's events in my beloved country, shaken by the West's insistence that I do not
deserve a land for there are others that God has "chosen" as deserving it more than
me.
What do I want, I ask myself? The answer does not result from a thought process, but
from a pounding heart. I want Jerusalem for I was born there, for my mother and
grandmother were born there, for my father and grandfather were born there. Must I
go on?
drawing by Naji Al-Ali

Mexico is a country at war. the rhetoric a mere continuation of their
Mexicans do not deny this, and you need economic oppression.
not to go to Chiapas to see the evidence.
Mexico is at war- a war of land
This simple point was brought home to and ideology that in one sense has only
me at the military roadblocks we ran into to do peripherally with the Zapatistas. As
two hours out of Acapulco. Then again by subsistence peasants are forcibly
the government spy who got on the evacuated from large areas in
minibus with me in San Cristobal and Chiapas,Oaxaca,
Guerrero
and
warned that if the soldiers caught me elsewhere, they make way for a neoreading El Proceso (a mild, and by all liberal doctrine that holds that the nation
means above-ground leftist magazine) should plant cash crops or export
there would be "trouble". So by the time resources to finance grain imports, rather
I had
than provide the technical and societal
cleared more checkpoints
investment needed to
and reached Polho I was While the market make grain production
not surprised to find there
at home.
t h a t h a s economical
were no more state d o g m a
The place for some
teachers, that the town was e n s l a v e d M e x i c o twenty million rural
t h e Mexicans under this
surrounded
by
armed p e n e t r a t e s
encampments, that running h e m i s p h e r e , scheme
remains
water was scarce, and g o v e r n m e n t s unclear.
As
the
electricity was tapped
displaced flock to
illegally from the highway. e v e r y w h e r e relocation camps with
w i t h few
So I was less startled than c o l l u d e
government
saddened to learn most p a r a m i l i t a r i e s i n services, they may
families here lived off Red t h e i r
leave for
drive
t o eventually
Cross rations, cholera was
the
cities
or
e
x
p
o
r
t
u
r
a
n
i
u
m
,
not infrequent, and the
maquiladoras
community was composed w o o d a n d c o f f e e whereby their sheer
mostly of refugees fleeing from the conflict numbers they will
paramilitary
violence zones.
further
depress
elsewhere,
who
had
industrial wages, thus
swollen its population from
creating still higher
five hundred to six thousand in the last profits for transnational investors.
four years.
Mexico is at war. While the
Mexico is a country at war. As a market dogma that has enslaved Mexico
human rights monitor in the Chiapan penetrates the hemisphere, governments
highlands, part of my job was to observe everywhere collude with paramilitaries in
the daily details of the lives of displaced their drive to export uranium, wood and
peasants. As I walked from cabin to cabin coffee from the conflict zones.† As our
(nearly always dirt-floored) I picked up a leaders in North America plan free trade
few words of the indigenous Tzotzil deals and Canadian retailers profit from
language. I listened to fathers' reports of unnaturally low prices, we who are here
how the army stood guard while the very must fight to support the armed struggle
paramilitaries who had dispossessed of our sisters and brothers.† In a
them harvested coffee from their land. I globalized world Mexico's battle is our
saw makeshift housing made from many battle, and since exploitation thrives on
things- tarp, cardboard, but most precedent, if Mexico remains oppressed,
strangely a giant billboard for the ruling soon we all may be at war.
party's electoral candidate which had
been
turned
upside-down
and Chris Scott is a writer and activist. From
transformed into a wall- this a casual May to June 2000 he was a human rights
gesture before elections that showed observer in the conflict zone in Chiapas,
how deeply the inhabitants mistrusted Mexico.
politicians of any kind, seeing behind all

I live in a free land called Canada but I am not free, no, I am not. I want to go home
but I am not "chosen" as my friend Adam is. He was not born there, neither was his
mother nor grandmother, nor father, nor grandfather. Where is the logic?
How can I rid myself of the seed of resentment planted in my heart by that state? I was
only three, going to visit my grandmother that I loved so much. They stripped me from
my head to my toes, all the while, a machine gun dangling from the shoulder. I stared
at it, for its muzzle was at my three-year-old eye level. My existence in the search
cubicle justified its existence around that shoulder in khaki uniform. Please explain, for
I cannot.
Give me my recognition and I will give you your earned resentment back.
I am Palestinian: I will not ask you to explain for my existence has.
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Humanity Ignored:
11 years of sanctioning death in Iraq

Fighting for our rights
a 3-dimensional story
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Shaima Al-Khalili
The year was 1990 when the great media circus of the "audacious" Gulf War
began. Meanwhile, the 32 country-coalition covertly carried out one of the bloodiest
wars in the 20th century. The media often bombarded us with images of the now
horrifying Saddam Hussein (president of Iraq) who just a few days before was a close
ally of the US. What we never saw were the 135 000 tons of bombs dropped; included
in this figure were the 940 000 depleted uranium (DU) shells. Each ton of DU waste
possesses a half-life of 4.4 billion years, and has horrendous and cancerous effects
on the population and wildlife. This, however, was not punishment enough.
Since the Gulf War, the UN (pushed by the US and Britain) has enforced
economic and military sanctions on Iraq. Nothing can enter or exit the country without
the approval of the UN. The sanctions were sustained with the claims that Saddam
was withholding weapons of mass destruction and that he was not complying with UN
resolution 687.
The sanctions are hypocritical, for they themselves have become a weapon
of mass destruction. UNICEF has reported that since 1990, 1.5 million people have
died, 600 000 of them children. Many of them have died from easily curable diseases
like diarrhea, but since medication is limited and often not allowed to enter the country,
children do not receive proper treatment. Child mortality rates have more than
doubled. There are severe cases of malnutrition and 70% of women in Iraq are now
anemic. Also, a lot of the infrastructure was systematically destroyed, like the
electricity and purification plants, so the majority of the population does not even have
access to safe drinking water and many houses do not have electricity (in 50 0C). 10
000 schools have also been destroyed by the bombing. The Iraqi dinar, worth 3
American dollars before the Gulf War, has now been deflated by 20 000%. The
average salary of a middle class citizen is between 5-10$/month, which is enough to
purchase 2 kilos of meat.
Although it acts with impunity, Canada is FAR from innocent when it comes
to Iraq. Canada has provided financial aid to enforce the Gulf War and sanctions,
using 1 BILLION from its citizens tax dollars! Canada has also been very supportive
of the continuous bombardments over the no-fly zones by the US and Britain.
The fact that people around the world have accepted this mass murder has
huge racist implications. Through a slow, systematic process, Iraqis have been
dehumanized into a lesser "other" by aid of the media. The Iraqi people have all been
branded as mini-Saddams, bearing the same characteristics as their infamous leader.
Saddam was not democratically elected by Iraqi citizens, therefore does NOT
represent the population. The sanctions do not punish Saddam, in fact they have
made him more powerful at the expense of the Iraqi people.
Don’t stay silent! Write Foreign Affairs Minister, John Manley! Go out and protest!
John Manley contact info: Telephone: (613) 992-3269 • Fax: (613) 995-1534 • Email: Manley.J@parl.gc.ca
For more information: http://www.freespeech.org/iraq_sanctions/ • http://www.ratm.com/entry.html •
http://www.canesi.org/
Write to: stop_the_sanctions@hotmail.com
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sobia
The campus is for the students. So why are the students being denied
space on their own campus?
For 14 centuries, Muslims in every habitable inch of planet earth have
prayed 5 times a day. For the past 7 years, Muslim students at Concordia have been
engaged in an uphill battle to attain the fundamental right to practice religion. In this
scenario, the issue is space. The MSA (Muslim Students Association) spends 60% of
its time trying to cement hassle-free prayer zones. Though the proposals of prayer
space have been completely reasonable, Concordia University has repeatedly
refused to grant permanent prayer space to the Muslim students who compose an
estimated 20% of the under grad population at Concordia, whereas other religious
communities are accommodated on campus.
The MSA is continuously subjected to insulting episodes of callous
infringments upon the religious rights granted in The Charter of Rights & Freedoms.
Whereas Friday congregational prayers have been canceled, disrupted, and
relocated in several incidents, the MSA asked for a contract guaranteeing the
peaceful use of the required space. The Assistant to Dean of Students contended
that ConU was becoming a "defacto mosque", a frivolous accusation seeing as how
it is the norm for Universities, CEGEPs and even some high schools to have
designated prayer spaces which cannot be confiscated on basis of religious
discrimination.
A first in Con U history
Muslims have been seen praying in fire escapes and library corners due to
lack of proper prayer space, especially for women. In October 2000, Muslim women
were finally allocated a (temporary) prayer room! We call it the sisters’ musalla, and
though it used to be a claustrophobia-inducing windowless broom closet covering an
area of less than 18m2, it now serves the purpose of the many dozens of women who
peacefully pray there 7 days a week. Hereupon falls the diabolical machete, as the
admin decides to assimilate our operative musalla into the "academic pool".
Basically, the women can be kicked out of our very first musalla anytime the fantasy
7-desk class is arranged.
Why is Concordia so adverse to the contracts that will give us our rights?
Several petitions, endless meetings, and pointless negotiations later, the benevolent
admin leads us back to square one. In November 2000, CSU Council unanimously
passed a motion demanding 5-year prayer space contracts. But the admin has yet to
acknowledge student needs. If anything, this whole drama has enabled admin to
develop the expertise of generating prolific paperwork without tackling the problem,
leaving the students in a quagmire of uncertainty.
So the saga continues, when will the campus welcome the students? When
will people be sensitive to needs that they do not necessarily understand? When will
rights cease to be seen as privileges and differences cease to be taken as threats?
For more info about the ongoing space struggle or MSA activities; please visit our web
site http://alcor.concordia.ca/~msa/
Email: msa@alcor.concordia.ca
Phone: 848-7442 / 817-5477
Current Prayer Rooms:
For Women: Room # H-635-1
For men: 2090 Mackay St. Room # Z-05.
Friday prayers:
(1pm-2pm) Room # H-721
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Exclusion and Chinese
Canadian History
Fong Jiao
I met history once, but he ain't recognize me.
D. Walcott

This past May, as a part of Asian Heritage Month, I facilitated popular
education workshops on Chinese-Canadian history. The workshops took place in
downtown Toronto public schools, where many of the students are of East Asian
decent. I attended these same schools growing up, and hated the wonder bread of
history offered by my school teachers. I wanted to learn about the workers and their
families who came here from China, who struggled and survived; and who founded
the Chinese community in Canada– of which I am a part. But the history of immigrants
of colour was, and continues to be omitted from the official curricula. Thus I jumped
at the opportunity to talk about a different side of history with these students, and to
think critically about the history of Canada together.
Many of the kids who participated in workshops are recent and first generation
immigrants from mainland China and have traveled from Fujian province, in China, to
Canada on long miserable journeys only to find themselves in a country that runs
cheery multiculturalism ads on TV while denying jobs, landed immigrant status, equal
opportunity , adequate housing, etc. to immigrants , refugees and other "undesirables"
of colour.
These kids from China and their parents belong to a growing class of immigrant
labourers vulnerable to capitalist exploitation. Their stories are a continuation of
Chinese Canadian history, for it is also a history of labour. One only needs to open a
newspaper and read the disdainful public reaction to the recent arrival of people from
mainland China to know that the history of Chinese labourers is highly relevant to what
is occurring today.
15,700 Chinese men between 1881 and 1884 built the western portion of the
Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR). Paid significantly less than their European-Canadian
counterparts, the Chinese were given the most dangerous of tasks: tunneling and
handling of explosives. It is said that four Chinese workers lie beneath every mile of
track along this route. After the CPR was constructed, the government did not feel it
had any obligation towards the workers. In fact, the government felt that it was time
for the Chinese to go home, and implemented the Chinese Head Tax. Starting at 50$
per person in 1885 and rising as high as $500 per person in 1903, the Head Tax was
an attempt to deter further Chinese from entering Canada. The Head Tax was levied
only against the Chinese and no other immigrant group. The government had hoped
this immense sum of money (at the time rent was $4 to $6 a month) would effectively
rid the country of all Chinese. The government wanted to send a clear message to the
community that they were not wanted in Canada. The reality that followed, however,
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conflicted with the federal government’s devious plot. Families struggled to N
ov
raise enough money to reunite husbands with wives and send young men
.
overseas to seek financial security. Canada collected a total of $22.5 million in
head tax payments between 1886 and 1924. Still, the government was determined to
rid Canada of the Chinese, and on July 1st, 1923, passed the Chinese Exclusion Act.
This act severely restricted the Chinese who could enter to those with specific class
and educational backgrounds. This exclusion act was active until 1947.
In today’s curriculum, a more silent version of this exclusion act remains in place.
Going into schools to conduct a one time 1-2 hour workshop on Chinese Canadian
history is not sufficient to counter the effects of such long-time exclusion. While this
experience was rewarding for me and hopefully for some of the kids, it is nevertheless
a token concession to all those seeking to radically change core curriculum, and to the
Chinese community who played a major role in building this country.

khamoshi ki awaaz
sobia
we inhale a thousand genocides

having torn asunder the earth

mirrored in the helix of eyes

we selfishly abandon humanity

yet when the oppressed world
rages around us

their blood
raindrops

we draw curtains shut

yet we clad the persecuted in
alien terms

khamosh
denial floods cynical veins
like a primitive plasma
containing the incarnation of
autism

formulate

our

to ease our collective guilt, the
vibrating silence...
khamoshi
the silence we exhale

listen to us speak of ourselves

***

then listen to the winds of our
words

one day

slapping ignorant faces

silence will rise to shatter the
skein in the skies

as if to wake us up

its phenomenal voice shrouding

khamosh

that of the wind...
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Arabophobia
Laith Marouf
Last year, the progressive
elements at Concordia joined forces for
the CSU elections. I was voted in as VPInternal on the ACCESS slate. When
campaigning began, the ‘neo-liberalish’
slates running against us mainly criticized
ACCESS for alleged support from the
group Solidarity for Palestinian Human
Rights (SPHR). Competitors claimed that
"there’s a planned Arab take-over" and
warned students not to "let the Arabs rule
you." This was shocking since I was the
only Arabic person on a slate of six
members, and the percentage of
students of Arabic origin running for
council was representative of their
population at Concordia.
It didn't stop there. After winning the
election with almost 50% of the vote
(more than the first three runners-up
combined), the Israeli lobby in Montreal
started its hate mongering full-force. On
April 5, The Jewish Tribune (B’nai Brith’s
official newspaper) published an article
headlined "B’nai Brith, Hillel concerned
as Arab lobby wins Concordia student
vote." In this article, Raphael Lallouz,
director of advocacy for B’nai BrithQuebec, claims that "...now the Arab
student leadership has infiltrated the
CSU." It didn’t matter to Zionists like
Lallouz that it was a democratic election
or that the language that he used was
akin to Nazi propaganda. I still wonder
what would have happened had
someone published an article saying that
"the Jewish leadership has infiltrated
Concordia’s administration," on the
grounds that Rector Lowy and Provost
Lightstone happen to be of Jewish faith!
The hypocrisy didn't end there. The
article attributed all of the problems faced
by the pro-Israeli-apartheid lobby at
Concordia to the large number of
students of Arabic background at the
university. Ironically, just a short time prior
to this, B’nai Brith mounted a campaign
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against Yves Michaud, who was running
as PQ candidate for the Mercier riding,
for his comments on the Côte St-Luc
voting results of the 1995 referendum.
The Côte St-Luc riding has a large
percentage of Jewish-Canadians and
Michaud was angered that "no one" in
that riding had voted for Quebec
sovereignty. He was accused of blaming
the referendum failure on the Jewish
vote. Sound familiar?
The article then proceeds to quote Prof.
Scheinberg, chair of Concordia’s History
Department and leading "spokesman" for
B’nai Brith Canada: "Scheinberg points
out that the upper echelon of Concordia’s
administration remains in a predicament
concerning this debate. Both Rector
Lowy and Provost Jack Lightstone are
Jewish. ‘It is very difficult for a Jewish-led
administration to clamp down on freedom
of speech.’" This sounds like the writer
and Scheinberg are saying that the
Rector and Provost should, or want to,
clamp down on freedom of speech--and
this within a university! Then again, the
University administration has probably
tried to do every thing it can to prevent
SPHR, or anyone else, from speaking on
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. This is
highly likely considering that Lightstone is
an official representative of the Canadian
Jewish Congress, which formed a special
crisis committee, along with B'nai Brith
Canada, the Canada-Israel Committee
and Federation CJA, to help Hillel
"counter" SPHR.
Another article published soon after by
Canadian Jewish News (April 12th), is
headlined "Anti-Israel resolution adopted
by Concordia students." How can the
referendum question be called anti-Israel
when all it asked for was human rights for
Palestinians? You could call the
resolution anti-Israeli-state-terrorismand-apartheid but not anti-Israel, which
implies that the resolution called for an
end to the state of Israel.

Then it proceeds with "Lowy's hands are
tied. Concordia has a large number of
Jewish backers, but he has to uphold free
speech, and Concordia sees itself as a
liberal university." This is as if to say that
the ‘Jewish Rector’ knows how much
money the university owes to Zionists,
but there is a limit to what this money can
buy before they break the law.

wife went even further and N
compared Palestinians to animals. ov
In a speech this June, Asper said that .
"Israel is a lonely outpost of Western
civilization and its values in a sea of
terrorism, corruption, dictatorship and
human enslavement". Add to that the fact
they both co-own the Jerusalem Post; we
can understand then why there are more
divergent views in the Israeli media than
in Canada.

That being said, it is important to note
that Arabophobia is not limited to
Concordia. The majority of Canadian
media is owned by two Zionists, Conrad
Black CEO of the Southam-Hollinger
group, and Israel Asper, CEO of
CanWest Global. In 1993 Black wrote
that he regards the Palestinians (not their
government) as "vile and primitive". His

In the end a lie can’t sustain itself forever,
even if Zionists monopolize North
American media. Now they scramble to
stop groups like SPHR from educating
the Canadian public, and accuse
anybody that dares to criticize IsraeliFascism of anti-Semitism.

JEWISH STUDENTS
AND THE MIDEAST CRISIS
Lillian Robinson
Principal of Simone de Beauvoir Institute
Did you know that:
--on June 8, 2001, demonstrations against the Israeli occupation of Palestinian
territory were held in 146 cities around the world?
--these vigils were called by the Israeli women’s peace movement and involved
large-scale participation by Jews, as well as Palestinians and others concerned with
human rights?
--a number of the demonstrations, including a night-long vigil in Jerusalem that
attracted 3,000 Jewish participants, took place in Israel itself?
--here in Montreal, on that day, more than 300 people, most of them wearing
black, stood before the Israeli consulate to call for an end to the Occupation?
--two organizations, the Jewish Alliance Against the Occupation and PAJU
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(Palestinian and Jewish Unity) have been holding a vigil at that spot every Friday at
noon since February 9th?
--in May, JUNITY, a North American consortium of Jews in favor of Palestinian
rights and against the Occupation (with Canadian representatives from Halifax,
Montreal, Toronto, Victoria, and Vancouver) met in Chicago to plan coordinated
actions (education, demonstrations, lobbying, civil disobedience) to support our
common cause?
If you didn’t know any of these things, it’s not your fault. The North American Englishlanguage media (as contrasted with the Francophone media here in Canada or the
European and Israeli press) have tried hard to ignore this growing movement. They
prefer to believe the claim that the established old-line organizations represent the
whole Jewish community.
The real question is what it means to you to learn that not all Jews in this country, in
this city, even on this campus march in lockstep with Israeli policy. It may make you
feel contemptuous, angry, threatened, defensive--or curious, relieved, energized,
hopeful. This brief essay isn’t going to change anyone’s mind and isn’t intended to.
What I hope it does do is show what motivates those Jews who challenge Israel’s
policies.
Dissident Jews range in religious practice from ultra-Orthodox to entirely secular.
Those who are observant base their opposition to Israeli militarism on their
understanding of religious teaching. But there are three other strains in Jewish culture
that also support a critical position on Israel.
First of all, Jewish tradition actively encourages debate on an entire spectrum of
spiritual, textual, and temporal issues. A dozen Jews, a dozen opinions, the old joke
runs but it’s no joke when we’re told that, on this one issue, Zionism and its
consequences, diversity of opinion is un-Jewish, even anti-Semitic!

From Cherry English

N
ov
.

Jeff Barnaby
I was in bed with a
woman who told me to do
something in Indian:
speak. I rolled over and
looked up at her and saidI don’t know how. She
rolled her eyes and
looked thoughtfully at the
wall. At least the French
know how to knot cherry
stems with their tongues.
She hopped out of bed
leaving with me a million
cherry stems telling me to
make Indian medicines for
my tongue. I’m allergic to
cherry stems I thought
and bumbled to the
bathroom to wash the
resin from my hands.
Swabbing bloated cherry
bulbs From

Between my toes and
out from every hole I
decided to try to say
something in Indian. But
straining from the effort
my tongue amputated and
fell into the basin. I
chased my amputee
around the sink. Wincing
as it bounced, flecking
dots of blood on the
flawless white porcelain. I
batted at a roll of toilet
paper; wrapping tissue
around my hand; making
a catcher’s mitt I pounced
on the wriggling pink
insect that was my tongue
I ran to my Grandma’s
house wrestling with my
mitten along the way and
found her scrubbing
Cherry

Stains with river water
from out my uncle’s skin. I
showed her my tongue
wrapped in tissue paper;
spoke only in vowels. My
grandmother wiped her
hands took out from her
apron a needle and
thread and worked her
fingers into my mouth.
After that was done, I
smiled, blood running
down my chin, and
hugged my grandmother,
asking her - how do I say
things In Indian? Before
she could answer, my
uncle, stained red flesh,
laughingly
replied-get
drunk and speak bad
English.

Moreover, Jewish culture is based on a deep ethical seriousness, especially around
questions of how to treat other people within our own group and how to deal justly with
non-Jews. This ethical sense is at the heart of Jewish identity, and to lose it--much less
to throw it away—is to lose ourselves.
The third cultural strain, connected to the ethical tradition, is the commitment of
Diaspora Jews to human rights causes. In the American South, in South Africa under
apartheid, in Argentina under the military dictatorship, Jews in disproportionate
numbers risked and sometimes sacrificed their lives to the struggle against racism and
oppression. They didn’t do this out of some abstract altruism, but because they
believed that the fight for justice is one struggle.
To challenge received wisdom on the Middle East is a way of being Jewish, not an
expression of anti-Semitism. Life at Concordia and in Montreal offers opportunities to
get in touch with ideas and people that you may not have been exposed to before--on
this issue, as on many others. I urge you to take advantage of these opportunities. Go
to hear guest speakers representing a range of viewpoints; take part in CSU debates
on the issue; come to the joint Jewish-Palestinian dinner that PAJU is planning for
September; seek out alternative news and opinion sources on the Web and on email
lists; come to the Friday vigil at the Israeli consulate; learn about the Jewish Alliance
Yom Kippur fast. It might turn out to be the most important part of your education!
for more info about the JAAO or PAJU email freda_guttman@hotmail.com
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Acquitted
From the book "Time to let go:
a collection of writings by nah-ee-lah"
bang bang bang
four cops
one innocent man
shouldn’t pose a problem
bang bang bang
more precisely
four white cops
one black man
in this case innocence is but a detail

by now a callous must have formed
to provide protection for the sensitive skin
between the two joints of the
index trigger finger
but how thick must the
callous covering common sense be
to permit the continuous shooting
of a corpse?
bang bang bang

what passes through the mind as they
stop to reload?
as bullets fly with
controlled precision
ripping through flesh
tearing through membranes
dismantling organs
exploding blood vessels
sending systems into shock
does blood then splatter and stretch
moist across shiny black boots?

chalk it up to experience
live target practice training
and they do practice, even on royalty
Rodney King
took a beating
and sang the "can’t we all get along"
non-violent peace sit-in song
not heading that others before he
with similar philosophies received
the same royal treatment
Martin Luther King Jr.
dreamt dreams of equal splendor
and was later reduced to more
target practice

bang bang

bang bang bang

11 shots later
he likely no longer poses a threat
to officers so,
what triggers them to keep firing?
centuries of familiarity
ancestors’ memories
comforting knowledge of a history of
acquittals
won
when black families sought white justice
in court rooms built on the backs of black
blood
where victims are virtuously white
and scapegoats systematically black?

he’s reaching for…

bang bang bang

bang bang bang
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bang
oops
thought it was a gun
didn’t think it was a wallet
how many black men have been
murdered while reaching for their
identification
when their relevant ID was already
written all over their face?
he appeared suspicious
to men who peer suspiciously
at all that is black

bang bang bang
and that’s only 24 shots
how do they sound as they resonate
through space,
suspending time,
suspending humanity?
would it be like the
ring-ing
of school bells
of church bells
of delighted wedding bells
or like the ring-ing
bellows of overseers
slow southern drawl of massa
the ringing sting of fresh lashes
lacing taught overstreched/stressed skin
or perhaps like the eerily calm ring-ing of
a flat line?
bang bang bang
sweet genocide
bang bang
yoruba, turn african, turn monkey
turn savage, turn nigger, turn field nigger
turn house nigger, turn colored, turn
negro, turn PC to black,
african-american, afro-canadian,
of the african diaspora
bang bang bang
still a nigger

bang bang bang

N
ov
.

38
is the rhythm now nice and slow?
Perhaps it’s time to relax
ahhhhhhh
stretch index trigger finger and reposition
at exactly what point
does self-defense become pre-meditated
and tragic accidents calculated?
bang
39
number could be divine intervention
depending on interpretation
see, more likely than not
these four murdering cops
have done time
on their knees praying
but deliver us from evil
for thine is the kingdom
the power and the glory forever
and ever amen,
god-fearing men
armed with god-killing tools
bang
the smell of
fresh blood
empty bowls
salty piss
rigor mortis
what exactly does a really dead nigger
smell like?

bang bang bang
bang
in the eyes of the gun-totting
"white privilege"system upholding
lynching, pummeling, beating, raping
nigger killers

sniff
curiosity satisfied.

* This piece is inspired by the story of Amadou Diallo, a 22-year-old man who was
shot 41 times by police officers.
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Esgenoopetitiji
Tuulia Law
The situation in the Mi'kmaq community
of Esgenoopetitij (Burnt Church), New
Brunswick, is yet another example of
the federal government's blatant
disregard of First Nations treaty rights
and its dismissal of First Nations as
self-governing peoples.
The Mi'kmaq people's treaty rights to
fish were ignored by the federal
government, until a court case in 1999
in which Donald Marshall Jr., a
Mi'kmaq, was arrested and charged for
fishing out of season, using illegal nets,
and selling eels without a license. His
case eventually reached the Supreme
Court of Canada. On September 17,
1999, the Supreme Court ruled that the
1760 treaty between the Crown and the
Mi'kmaq that gave them the right to fish
out of season for a moderate livelihood,
was still valid. The Mi'kmaq people
were happy about this decision
because it meant that, for the first time
in 230 years, they would be able to
pursue their traditional livelihood from
the sea.
The Marshall decision
recognized that every Mi'kmaq has a
right to fish for commercial sale and that
it is illegal to apply existing federal
legislation over Mi'kmaq treaty rights.
There was some negative feedback
from local white fishers at the Marshall
decision, and in October 1999, when
the Mi'kmaq set their traps for lobster,
there was a vehement and violent
response that was quite unexpected
and completely devastating to them.
The $200 000 to 300 000 in equipment
that was destroyed by vandalism had
been purchased with borrowed money.
In the hopes of recovering some of the
equipment they believed had been
stored in a garage, seven Mi'kmaq
teenagers broke down the garage door.
They were arrested and sentenced to 2
years in prison. They are now on
probation and are required to pay
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$7000 to repair the door. Eventually 22
of the many non-aboriginals who had
stolen or damaged the Mi'kmaq's
equipment were charged and fined
$100 each. The government hired a
firm to take care of the band office
because the Mi'kmaq have not repaid
their loans since they are unable to fish
as the DFO has wrecked their
equipment. Also, because the band
has not signed anything, only 17 fishers
have licenses and others' equipment
has been impounded. In March 2001,
six Mi'kmaq fishers were charged with
'obstruction of DFO officers', two of
whom were fined $1000 or 23 nights in
jail. The Department of Fisheries and
Oceans (DFO) claims that aboriginal
fishers are out of control and wants
them to sign on to new treaties and
fisheries agreements. The government
feels that they have to monitor and
supervise the Mi'kmaq fishers, and so
the DFO has been harassing the
community by confiscating equipment,
and even resorting to such violent
measures as ramming tiny fishing boats
with large DFO boats. At one point
there was even an RCMP Emergency
Response Team called in by the DFO
for backup, in Esgenoopetitij, a
peaceful fishing community of 1500
people, which the government only
wanted to have 40 traps.
The
government's claim that aboriginal
fishers are fishing in a way that is not
sustainable is ridiculous; the Mi'kmaq
have created the Esgenoopetitij Fishery
Act and Manangement Plan, which
DFO scientists have admitted is as
sound as DFO regulations, from a
conservation standpoint. There have
been countless abuses of both treaty
right and human rights of the Mi'kmaq
people. The total control and force the
government is exerting over the
community in Burnt Church was likened

by a Mi'kmaq woman to her childhood
in the 1960s when members of the
Burnt Church community were required
to get a pass from the local Indian
Agent, meaning that the individual and
their whole family had to be inspected.
Without the pass, they could be
arrested by the RCMP for leaving the
community to go shopping. Now fishers
are required to show their passes for
lobster traps, even though the Marshall
decision gives fishers the right to fish
out of season without a pass. This kind
of treatment of the community by the

N

government is a disgrace, but o
v
sadly no different from the way the .
government treats any First Nations
community in canada.
If you want to find out more about
Esgenoopetitij or any other First
Nations issues, you can look at the
Assembly of First Nations website, and
there are many publications in the
aboriginal press. If you would like to get
involved, you can contact the
Concordia QPIRG anti-colonial working
group, or you can contact the Centre de
Resources sur le Nonviolence.
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African Eyes
by Jason Salman

African eyes. Continent of stars, mirroring the heavens. The seed
of understanding as I witness. The return of motherless children,
Liberian dreams. To pass through the middle of my being. The
necessity of consciousness, the reunion of knowledge. The need to
be complete. African eyes.

November
Thursday

1

Last day for application to undergraduate programsWinter Term 2002.
Deadline to apply for Degree Transfer into Arts and
Science, Commerce and Administration, or Engineering
and Computer Science- Winter Term 2002.

Nisfu Sha’ban (15th Sha’ban)

African eyes. What I can and cannot see. The brand of name. The
tribe of residence. Where will is framed by family. Africa is not
a country. African eyes.

Friday

2
Saturday

Sunday

3

4

1755 Massachusetts offers 20
ponds for scalps of Native
Americans under age 12.
1972 Trail of Broken Treaties
arrives in DC and occupies BIA
building.

148

149

November
Monday

5

Final examination Schedule available at all Touch-Screen
Terminals.
1984 Anti Apartheid general strike, South Africa.

November
Thursday

8

Tuesday

Friday

6

9

Wednesday

7

1919 Palmer raids begin, 3000 anarchists imprisoned on
Ellis Island.

1892 20 000 Black and white workers stage general strike in
New Orleans.

2001-international day of protest against the wto.
1938 Synagogues and stores owned by Jewish people
attacked in Krystalncht pogroms across Germany.

Saturday

Sunday

10

11

1995 Nigeria, Ken Saro-Wiwa and
8 others hanged.

1887 Four anarchist labour activists executed in Chicago for the Haymarket riots

Remembrance Day.
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November

November

Monday

Thursday

12

15

Tuesday

Friday

13

16

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

14

17

18

1917 Bolsheviks take Moscow.

1st Ramadan (fasting
begins).

1945 Wilma Mankiller born – chief of
Cherokee Nation.

931-1999

931-1999

931-1999
2125 GUY(near Tim Horton)

Free Fast Delivery
Open 7 days a week, 8am to 1pm.
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November

November

Monday

Thursday

19

22

Tuesday

1936 Buenaventura Durutti dies of wounds in Spanish civil war.

Friday

1998 7000 march on School of the Americas– 2319 arrested.

1995 Native American activists cover Plymouth Rock with
sand as a protest of the Pilgrims’ genocide.

20

23

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

21

24

25

154

155

November
Monday

1970 AIM (American Indian Movement) occupies Plymouth Rock.

November
Thursday

26

29

Tuesday

Friday

27

30

Wednesday

Notes:

28

156

157

La Lucha, anarchist at rally (Spain)
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